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be actively participating in teaching
learning process.This technique also









Based on thebackground ofthe
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study,theresearcher’sproblem inthis
studyis:“DoestheRole-PlayMethod




















The definition of speaking is to












While another expert, Theodore
Huebner(1960:5)saidthatLanguageis




































to them learners are equipped with
crucialinformation abouttheirroles.
































role-plays students are castroles of





















































teaching. Altering the classroom
interaction is important because it
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clearinstructions.
.





























































group and then these arrange the
difference scores were compared a











































students in the seventh grade of
2016/2017 academic year.The total




students in seventh grade class that
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1 60 70 10
2 70 70 0
3 70 70 0
4 80 70 10
5 50 70 20
6 60 60 0
7 50 70 20
8 50 70 20
9 60 70 10
10 50 60 1O
11 50 60 10
12 50 70 20
13 50 60 10
14 70 70 0
15 80 70 -10
16 60 70 10
17 70 70 0
18 60 80 20
19 60 50 -10
20 70 60 -10
21 60 50 -10
22 50 50 0




































1 80 90 10
2 70 90 20
3 70 80 10
4 80 80 0
5 60 70 10
6 60 90 30
7 50 90 40
8 50 70 20
9 60 80 20
10 60 90 30
11 50 70 20
12 60 90 30
13 50 80 30
14 70 80 10
15 70 80 10
16 70 90 20
17 80 90 10
18 70 80 10
19 60 60 0
20 70 80 10
21 60 80 20
22 50 80 30
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is one ofcommunicative teaching
methods and itis so suitable in
Englishteachingbecausethestudents












experimental class to know the
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